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Divide and Rule

Crystal SG partition
The Crystal SG partition is a combination of  glass and support without a metal internal structure. The 
profiles are minimised to enhance the clarity and transparency of  the partition. The system is designed 
to be fully demountable and re-locatable with the thickness of  10mm or 12mm glass, connecting with 
a transparent plastic or poly carbonate profile and tracks are made up of  aluminium mill finish with 
clipping top caps anodised or RAL painted. No silicon is used anywhere to install the system. 

Intact Partitions features give a complete range of 100 % demountable and 
re-locatable Partitions, Doors, accessories etc. The design of INTACT Life 
partitions offers a total aesthetic freedom and endless possibilities to the 
space designer. Its unique concept based on compatible profiles matching 
the original structure ensures the technical integrity of the system in its 
most exclusive versions which gives the adequate choice to style the place 
modishly. Cherry Hill Interiors Pvt. Ltd. is the only company to get these 
products in India through their multiple projects.

INTACT Life, a Belgian-based company 
designs, develops and manufactures 
its own demountable and re-locatable 
office partitioning system which has 
had a global market for the past 30 
years. 
INTACT Life partitioning system 
provides to the designer a unique base 
for permanent innovation in space 
dividing solution with the insurance 
of technically sound characteristics. 
Whether for commercial, 
administrative, industrial work places 
or airport, schools or showrooms, 
its applications are infinite. In terms 
of services, INTACT Life provides the 
full sequence from project design, 
quantities calculation, manufacturing 
and supply of all components, with 
total logistics support till the work site, 
if required.

INTACT 95 SL
Intact 95 SL (slim line or pencil line) is 95mm thick solid 
wall partition system, aesthetic elegance is highly described 
with an enhanced acoustic support. The peculiar feature 
assures that no metal profile will be used externally to 
connect the panels and it can be installed with minimum 
1mm and maximum of  3mm gap between the panels.  The 
panels are being hanged on the galvanised internal structure 
with the help of  a profile called gravity hung rack.  All 
visible profiles can be either in anodised or RAL powder 
coated finish.  It allows the freedom to use any kind solid 
panels ranging a thickness from 12 to 14mm. 

P or F type DG partition or DG Crystal 
partition
Crystal DG partition is double glazing system fully integrated 
partition system, designed as Intact 95 P or F type. The 
internal structure is made up of  Galvanised steel in the shape 
of  Letter S, which is provided with clip slots and conduit cut-
outs. 
Instead of the galvanised internal structure and 100% transparent 
plexi, glass fins also can be used to connect the glass, this allocates 
maximum transparency on our system.  No silicon is used anywhere 
to install.
Tempered glass with a thickness of  4 to 8 mm is being used on 
either side.  The flush system ensures maximum clarity without 
visible internal structure. Glass is being installed with a Clip on the 
internal structure and finished with a top aluminium cap. Profile 
finishes are either anodised or RAL powder coated.  
Both the above system assures best acoustic support in the 
modern office environment.


